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When 48-year-old Milan Kumar Jha read about the Modi government’s ‘One Nation One Ration’ scheme in a newspaper in February, he immediately rushed to the nearest government ration shop. In the 30 ...
A year since ‘One Nation, One Ration’ was implemented, why hasn’t it taken off?
Food Minister R. Sakkarapani has asked his subordinates to hold special camps in all 234 Assembly segments to give new ration cards and make corrections in ration cards, for which the people had to ru ...
‘Hold camps to give new ration cards’
This is because, until recently, ration beneficiaries in India could only draw grain from the ration shop where they are registered, usually the one closest to their native homes. As a result, rural ...
Why has the Modi government’s plan to make food grain more accessible not taken off?
When 48-year-old Milan Kumar Jha read about the Modi government’s “One Nation One Ration” scheme in a newspaper in February, he immediately rushed to the nearest government ration shop. In the 30 ...
Why Modi’s One Nation One Ration for India hasn't taken off
A portable ration card will help migrant workers greatly. But only 60% of the population has a ration card. Another issue with ONORC scheme is its reliance on Aadhaar-based biometric authentication ...
Will one nation one ration card help migrant workers?
The Supreme Court has disposed of a suo motu petition seeking relief for migrant workers. It has directed state governments ...
Supreme Court ‘missed’ its chance to help migrant workers
Both teams cooked from the Mobile Kitchen Trailer (MKT) using Unitized Group Ration - A Option (UGR-A), best described ... Korea does not utilize LOGCAP as a consolidated field feeding solution. The ...
Culinary Specialists Cook Up Heated Competition
Interacting with beneficiaries on the completion of six years of the Digital India mission, the PM said direct benefit transfer had helped send money to crores of people ...
One nation, one ration card possible because of Digital India: PM Modi
Millions of Americans will celebrate Independence Day with fireworks — a classic American tradition. Those fireworks will start fires. Research shows that more fires are ignited on July 4 than any ...
‘A terrible idea:’ Why fire scientists want you to skip the fireworks this Fourth of July
Who is this 'ration mafia'? How does it plunder the subsidized ... What is the way forward? The solution to the problem cannot be seen in isolation from its source. It has to do with plenty ...
Dealing with Delhi CM Kejriwal's ‘ration mafia’
Member of the Syndicate of Petrol Station Owners in Lebanon George Brax said on Saturday that there are two ships in the sea that were not given credit lines, stressing that the Central Bank is ...
Brax to LBCI: Solution is in state hands while authorities are standing idly by
BAGHDAD – The United Nations World Food Programme (WFP) and Iraqi Ministry of Trade launched the ‘Tamwini’ (My Food Ration ... time-saving solution for families benefiting from the scheme ...
WFP and the Iraqi Ministry of Trade launch a food ration smartphone app for 1.6 million people in Iraq [EN/AR/KU]
Delhi and West Bengal are expected to roll out One Nation One Ration scheme by the end of the month, while Chhattisgarh is still in the process of acquiring the necessary devices, according to Food ...
Low Aadhaar seeding delaying one ration card scheme in Assam, says Sudhanshu Pandey
Despite the legislature’s accomplishments this session, a common-sense solution proposed by Louisiana ... which would rather ration care to our citizens than bring Louisiana into the 21st ...
Prescription for Louisiana health care dies from regulatory overload
While an order on implementing the One Nation One Ration Card (ONOR ... Given the complexities involved, a simpler solution would be to universalize NFSA benefits for the next one year.
The country needs a frame work for a universal social security net
There is no simple answer to the day to day struggles for hundreds of thousands of wage earners and households that once planned foreign trips abroad at this time of year, but today plan to ration ...
Economic recession bites most Lebanese hard
"This is the worst drought I've had to deal with," said Miles Kuschel, of Pine River, who has been farming since the mid-1990s. Kuschel has used rotational grazing to ration his pastureland, but even ...
Minnesota Drought: Sun-parched land frets Pine River area farmers, ranchers
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and the International Islamic Trade Finance Corporation (ITFC ... Within the context of its trade integrated solutions approach, the framework agreement also covers ...
$4.5bn deal signed with ITFC to finance oil, fertiliser import
Velodyne Lidar, Inc. (Nasdaq : VLDR, VLDRW) a présenté aujourd'hui la prochaine génération de ses capteurs Velabit™, qui répondent aux défis des solutions autonomes en matière de coûts ...
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